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A Simple  Approximation  to the Current on the 
Surface of an Isolated Thin Cylindrical 
Center-Fed  Dipole  Antenna of Arbitrary  Length 

Abstract-The use of a simple  trigonometric series to approximate 
the  current distribution on isolated center-fed dipole antennas 
has  been found to give accurate results.  Unlike iterative  and 
numerical  solutions, the functional form of the approximate  distri- 
bution permits  the simple  computation of the axial electric fields 
and radiating  properties of the dipole. 

K(a,2  - 2’) = 
exp ( -jk[ ( z  - 2’) 2 + ~ 2 1 1 ’ 2  ] 

[ (2 - z’)2 + a2-Jl’Z 
(2: 

and a is the radius of the cylindrical element. Equation (1) is 
appropriate  for the cent,er-driven dipole of S n i t e  conductivity. 
For the  antenna of finite conduct.ivity which is driven off center, 
the formulation of the integral equation is well known [ a ] .  

Many solutioru of Hallh’s equation  have been suggested to 
determine the approximate current distribution. Among them are 
iterative met.ho& of Hall& [l] and  King [Z], numerical techniques 
of hIei [a] and  Hickman [4], and expansion forms of Storm 
and Dunca.n and Hinchey [SI. Iterative  and numerical solutions 
provide unat.tractive  forms of solut.ion for t,he subsequent  computa- 
tion of electromagnetic fields. Duncan  and Hinchey note  the diffi- 
culties of Storm’s rrork, while their o m  e-xpansion requires high 
orders of solut.ion and  must be el;trapolated to  the driving point t o  
determine  ant,enna  terminal  currents.  King and Wu [ i ]  have been 
able to represent the  current accurately in a simple trigonometric 
form, thus permitting the evaluation of associated electromagnetic 
fields. However, the reduction of t.he integral  equation to  an algebraic 
equation is not simple, and  the c0efficient.s of the current eqmnsion 
must be evaluated by numerical procedures, as is the case in the 
theory to be presented here. 

If the intrinsic impedance of free space is approximated by 1 2 0 ~  
ohnls and  the excit.at.ion is selected as 60 volts (this causes no loss in 
generality since the dipole is a  linear element), (1) may be reduced to  

j L  Z,(z’)K(a,z - 2’) dz’ + C2 cos kz = sin k I 2 I. (3) 
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Fig. 1. Variat.ion of conductance of a dipole of variable length 
Radius = 0.0039691. 

Choose the following expansion form for the  current: 
6 

z , (z )  = B, sin (na/2h)  ( h  - I z I). (4) 

Subst.itution of this relat.ion for t.he approximate current  distribution 
into  the integral equation (3), leads to t.he following set of equations: 

ll=1 

.\’ 
C? cos liz + B,j 

?I-1 

-/_hhsin ( n ~ / 2 h )  (h - I z’ I)K(a,z - z’) dz’ = sink I z I. ( 5 )  

The A T  + 1 u n k n o m  in this equat.ion (C; and N coefficient.8 B,) 
may be determined by select,ing it‘ + 1 evenly  spaced point,s along 
the half-length of the  antenna,  and substitut.ing these values of z 
into ( 5 ) .  

The  current  distribution  and  terminal  admittance of isolated 
dipoles have been determined by  approsimat,ing-the  current with 
five terms. The results of such a study  are shown in Figs. 1 and 2, 
which depict the conductance and susceptance of an  antenna Qf 
radius a = 0.003969X and variable  length h. For comparison second- 
order  results from the King-Middleton iterat.ion [2] are included. 
In  general the results are in good agreement. However, in the region 
0 . 9 % ~  5 h 5 0.414X, King’s susceptance lies below the five-term 
susceptance, while for 0.446X 5 h 2 0.621X, his susceptance lies 
above the five-term rzsults. 3lack’s experimental measuremenbs 
tend  to indicate that  the five-term result,s may  be  the more accurate 
[SI. Additionally, it  has been found  that. at mmt five terms are 
needed in the series form for the current., while excellent results are 
obtained by using only tvro terms to  approximate the  current 
dEtribution on the half-wave dipole. 

The evaluation of near-zone electric fields is also of considerable 
interest, but heretofore has also been of considerable difficulty. 
Brown [9] computed the near-zone electric fields for the  clasic 
sinusoidal current  distribution 1% sin k ( h  - I z I). King  and WU 
[7], [IO] have  determined an approximate expression for t.he axial 
electric field, but in a form which automatically satisfies the  boundary 
condition E,(a,z) = 0. It is precisely this field, though, t,hat is of 
paramount  interest since it provides a measure of the accuracy of 

-solutions of (1). 
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Fig. 2. Variation of susceptance of a dinole of variable length. 

Radius = 0.003969h 

Using the equat.ion of cont,inuity and  the Helmholtz  integral for 
the scalar  potential, 

Noting that aK(r,z - z’)/az = -aK(r,z - z ’ )  /az‘ and  integat.ing 
(6) by  parts leads to 

- TIVO-TER31  APPROXIhLATIOS 

----_ KIKG‘S TWO-TERX  THEORY I 
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Fig. 3. Axially-directed tangential electric field along ahalf-wave dipole. 
V8 = 60 volts, hla = is. 

A knowledge of the current  distribution and electric field permits 
the evaluation of the time-average Poynt.ing vector along the 
antenna.  Both  the two-term trigonomet,ric theory  and  the two-term 
form of the current  from the King-Wu Theor>- show that. most 
radiation is from  the  gap of t.he antenna. 

The general procedure to  approximate the  antenna  current dis- 
tribution using (4) has been applied to parallel coupled elements 
with even current. distributions, and  to isolated  elements in dissi- 
pative media. The results agree well with comput.at.ions performed 
by King. This mat.erial aill, however, be reported  later. 
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+ [ ~ I , ( z ’ ) / ~ z ~ K ( T , z  - 2’) 1,” 

- 

diicontiIluous at 2‘ = 0. Combining (7) with the He1mho1tz [6] R.  H. Duncan and F. A. Hinchey, “Cylindrical antenna t,heorp.” 

1 + k21&‘) R ( r , z  - z‘)  dz‘ 

- [aIz(z‘) /az‘]R(T,z  - 2‘)  1% [IO] R .  W.P. Kihg and T; T. mu, “The electric field very near a cylindri- 

- [aI,(z‘)/az‘]K(~,z - 2‘)  1;. (8)  

This  equation requires that I , (  = th )  = 0 so that  there can be no 
stored charge at the  ends of the  antenna,  and is approximate  only 
inasmuch as the approximate rather  than exact  kernel is used in 
the development. 

tangential to  the cylindrical surface of a half-wave dipole with and ~ ~ ~ t i ~ d  Cylinders 
h/a = 75. The  current  distributions used were the two-term ap- 

Equation (8) has been used to  compute the axial electric field Radiation from TElo &Iode Slots on 

proximation  from this trigonometric  t,heory and  the two-term  form 
of the current from t,he King-Wu Theory  The fie& are de- mredge  diffraction and creeping wave techniques have previously 

in Fig. 3. Kate the two theories are in good agreement, been used for the analysis of the  equatorid radiat.ion patt,ern of an 

and both show a in near = o. This a conseQuence of infinite axial TEM mode slot on a circular and elliptical cylinder 
. . .  

the delta-funct.ion generator. The classic sinusoidal current. does 
not. give this rise in field at the driving point. Manuscript received July 9, 1969; revised  October 15, 1969. 


